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Company
A UK based gaming development house
based in Cardiff - Wales - since 2010

UK Based Gaming



VISION
Created to deliver better technical
solutions with new ideas for the
development and delivery of cross
platform gaming content.



MISSION
Concept has created a robust
delivery platform “Pulse” and a
100+ gaming library



DIGITAL 
CONVERGENCE

HTML5 desktop, tablet and
mobile fully responsive
games.

Full sized and Mini games for
most titles.



TABLE GAMES…
Including multiple and innovative variants of:

BLACKJACK ROULETTE



BACCARAT ANDAR BAHAR



CRAPS JACKPOT 



Texas Holdem Deuces Gamble

CLASSIC GAMES



Jacks or Better Keno



SLOTS
68 and Counting

3 Reel

5 Reel

Drop Games

Circular Games



INNOVATION
True innovation
Featuring Fruit Loot the only 5
reel and 1 reel slot on the
market!



The entirety of the development
process and all IP is done in-house.
Maths / Design / Music

OWNERSHIP



GAME PLAY / UX?

Most game play is on mobiles

Most Concept games play
genuine PORTRAIT - no
compromises

Most players use their phones
in PORTRAIT mode



Acquire

Drive players to cash games directly within the
Tournament application

WE HAVE CREATED A POWERFUL TOURNAMENT MODEL.

Retain

Tournaments

Reactivate Engage

01

Operators can configure any type of event - free play / cash play /
set prizes / pooled prizes…simply and quickly via our intuitive back
end.
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Our games come in a huge variety
of languages and if we don’t have
one….we will.

LANGUAGES



Via our API we can use almost
any FIAT currency We also have
BTC and Mbtc enabled content

CURRENCIES 



BRANDED 
Scope to brand games from
simple insertions into table
games, colour washes and
symbol changes within slots.



Options include changes to an
existing games’ look and feel or a
ground up approach for a totally
new game - exclusive to the
client. 

BESPOKE 
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Technical Overview

Technically proven and adept 

A deep understanding and delivery
of customer services.

Commercially competitive



CONTACT

INFO@CONCEPT-GAMING.COM
 


